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This paper presents a method to establish a relationship between internal microstructure and the effec-
tive gas diffusion coefficient in fibrous materials via a mesoscopic modeling approach and, when possible
and based on the analysis, to propose user-friendly formulas as functions of structural parameters for
practical engineering applications. The entire numerical framework includes two main parts: a random
generation-growth method to reconstruct the digital microstructures of fibrous materials based on
experimental statistical information of the actual structure, and then a high-efficiency lattice
Boltzmann algorithm for modeling the gas diffusion process through porous structures. The predictions
are then validated by existing experimental data for both dry and saturated fibrous materials. Owing to
the unique robustness of the developed modeling approaches, we are then able to conduct a parametric
analysis, more detailed than ever, of the influences on the system effective diffusion coefficient in fibrous
materials by such important parameters as structural anisotropy, system water content, microstructure
morphology and the layering space in a laminated fibrous system. These results may improve our under-
standing of gas diffusion in fibrous materials, and this method may serve as a tool for easy estimation of
effective diffusivity, leading to the optimal design of fibrous materials.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Diffusion of a substance in another media is a spontaneous
movement of the substance caused by its concentration gradient,
and governed by Fick’s laws of diffusion, or at a microscopic view,
as the random walk of the diffusing particles self-propelled by
thermal energy [1]. The most unique characteristics in diffusion
are the small length scale concerned, limited in between microm-
eter and millimeter, and the trifling amount of mass involved [1].
Such characteristics of transporting mass in tiny amount over
minor spatial scale render the diffusion process less visible, but
fundamentally essential and ubiquitous in many physical, chemi-
cal phenomena and beyond. In fact, the process of diffusion is so
prevalent that, together with reaction, it was considered the ‘‘pos-
sible basis of modern micro- and nanotechnologies” [2]. What is
more vital, at such minuscule spatial scale, the interfacial effects
become much more dominant in determining the system
properties.

For practical applications, a thorough understanding of the
mechanisms involved in a given diffusion process is crucial for
design and optimization. For instance, gas diffusion in fibrous
materials, one of the common occurrences such as mass transport
through fibrous screen filters in many filtering processes, and
through gas diffusion layer (GDL) in fuel cells, is considered essen-
tial in many engineering fields [3–5]. A deep understanding of how
the fibrous microstructures affect the diffusive flux can lead to sig-
nificant improvements in product design [6]. Macroscopically a
porous medium by definition is a two-phase (solid and air) system,
and the gas diffusion efficacy in porous media is usually considered
a function of the system porosity e, the internal tortuosity s, and
the pore size distributions [6], and has been widely studied via the-
oretical, experimental and numerical methods [7–11]. Below we
will present a very brief overview of previous work on diffusion
in fibrous materials in terms of these different methods
respectively.

In theoretical aspect, both deterministic modeling based on
Fick’s diffusion equation, and stochastic approaches rooted in ran-
dom walk picture have been widely applied to investigate various
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diffusion processes. Several studies have recommended different
models to predict the behaviors of gas diffusion through fibrous
materials. For instance, the simplest model is proposed by assum-
ing a fibrous material as the assembly of a bundle of tortuous chan-
nels, and demonstrated in a normalized form that the effective
diffusivity is related to the bulk diffusivity in the void in terms of
both porosity and tortuosity. Although the porosity here is easy
to be calculated or measured, the practical applicability of this
model is crippled by the difficulty in accurately determining the
value of tortuosity. Bruggeman [12] also presented a model based
on the effective medium approximation. However, this model was
derived from a system with uniformly packed spherical particles
rather than media with more intricate internal structures. Li
et al. [13] treated a fibrous material as a system formed by cylindri-
cal fibers arranged either in square or hexagonal configuration.
Then by varying the width of the gap between fibers, the effect
of the system porosity was investigated. Their model however
over-predicted the material diffusivity, and one possible cause is
that the gas concentration was assumed in their analysis to be con-
stant at any cross-section of the material. Recently, Shou et al. [14]
proposed a fractal model for gas diffusion through nanofibrous and
microfibrous materials including both the Fick’s diffusion and
Knudsen diffusion. However, too many simplifications were made
such as the pores in fibrous media form a bundle of tortuous open
channels with statistically fractal-like sizes. Thus this fractal model
remains to be validated by experimental data in more different
fibrous structures beyond the specific highly anisotropic nanofi-
brous webs and GDLs considered in their work.

Experimentally, the effective diffusivity of fibrous materials as
defined can be determined in principle by measuring the diffusive
flux and the directional concentration gradient. Penman [7] mea-
sured the cross-plane diffusion coefficient of a steel wool sample
as early as in 1940. In a similar way, Bateman et al. [15] obtained
the effective diffusivity of NO gas penetrating through a 2D cellu-
losic filter. Gibson et al. [16] used a dynamic diffusion test cell
method to measure the effective diffusivity of vapor in fibrous
media by getting the change of relative humidity in the vapor.
The dynamic diffusion cell is also used by LaManna and Kandlikar
[17] to investigate the effects of micro-porous layer (MPL) coatings
and sample thickness on the effective water vapor diffusion coeffi-
cient in GDLs.

In terms of computational simulation and numerical
approaches, owing to the rapid development of computational
techniques, a variety of major numerical schemes have been devel-
oped for analyzing the mass transport in fibrous media. The single
component gas flow and effective permeability in fibrous materials
has been widely studied usually by combining stochastic method
for structure generation and highly efficiency numerical schemes
like the lattice Boltzmann method [18,19]. In contrast, there is
much less work on the gas diffusion in fibrous structures as
another important mass transport process. Tomadakis and Sotir-
chos [20] used Monte Carlo method to simulate gas diffusion in
1D, 2D and 3D regular fiber networks and calculated the effective
diffusivity. Becker et al. [21] numerically reconstructed a fibrous
structure from a 3D image, and then developed a relationship
between the effective diffusion coefficient and the saturation of
the GDL. Zamel et al. [22] used GeoDict software to generate the
structure of a carbon paper, and imported the structure into a com-
mercial CFD to compute the effective diffusion coefficient of
fibrous media.

However, a review of the existing work uncovers that most of
the previous studies focus on specific and regular microstructures
of the media, ignoring the structural variations and the intricate
system geometries. For instance, in a fibrous media of given poros-
ity, when parameters like fiber size and orientation vary, it can give
rise to vastly different internal porous structures and hence diverse
diffusion behaviors. A general approach dealing with the diffusive
physics in fibrous materials as a whole, i.e., demonstrating the
effects of fiber and structure parameters on the system effective
diffusion coefficient is highly desirable, yet non-existent to our
best knowledge; this therefore becomes the main objective of this
present work. It will be shown at the end that attributed to the
unique robustness of our new modeling approaches, we are able
to investigate, more detailed than ever, the influences on the sys-
tem effective diffusion coefficient in fibrous materials of such
important parameters as the fiber orientation hence the structural
anisotropies, system water content, microstructure morphology
and the layering space in a laminated fibrous system.

This article is organized as follows: In Section 2,we introduce the
theoretical foundation and numerical framework of our approach,
including a random generation growth method for microstructure
reproduction for fibrous, granular as well as partially saturated por-
ous media; the governing equations for gas diffusion; and a lattice
Boltzmann solver for the governing equations. In Section 3, the pre-
sent method is validated with existing theoretical solutions and
experimental data from other publications. Then in Section 4, the
structure effects (liquid saturation, types of structures, orientation
angle of fiber, and the layer-spacing in a laminated structure) on
gas diffusion in porous media are analyzed. Concluding remarks
based on this study are finally made in Section 5.

2. Numerical framework

2.1. Reconstruction of microstructures

To study the microstructure effect via computational modeling,
we have to reconstruct the microstructures of porous materials in
the computer. Generally speaking, the microstructures of actual
porous media have some significant features, often being stochas-
tic with statistical characteristics and rarely if ever regular and
remaining constant. To photo-realistically reproduce the intricate
details of such microstructures is both impractical and unneces-
sary. In fact, if our interest is on the steady state as in this case
of fluid diffusion, the macroscopic (effective) transport properties
of such systems are actually governed by the statistical average
values of the parameters involved. As a result, we adopt a multi-
parameter random generation-growth algorithm to reconstruct
the random microstructures using the statistical average informa-
tion from the real porous materials [23,24]. The equivalent struc-
ture generated this way with finite parameters will reflect the
major characteristics of the actual system. The another major issue
in tackling such porous media is the morphological difference, and
different morphologies have demonstrated very significant impact
on the effective energy transport properties, such as on thermal
conductivity [25]. Microstructures of porous media may be roughly
divided into three categories in morphology: fibrous, granular and
network structures [25]; we hence designed the reconstruction
methods for each type correspondingly. To consider the liquid sat-
uration effect when water coexists in a system, an algorithm
describing the multiphase distributions will be presented, as
detailed in the following paragraphs.

For a fibrous structure, the algorithm assumes that each fiber is
represented by a straight cylinder with given diameter d and
length l, and located by its core position (the geometrical center)
and an orientation angle pair (/,h) as shown in Fig. 1 [26]. When
describing the size of a fiber, fiber aspect ratio p = l/d is often used,
as also in this work, and a larger p value represents a slenderer
shape (longer length or thinner diameter). The generation process
for a three dimensional fibrous microstructure is conducted as fol-
lows: (i) randomly distributing fiber seeds (center) in a given grid
system based on the seed distribution probability sd, whose value
is determined by the fiber number density; (ii) assigning a random



Fig. 1. Schematic of a fiber oriented in a three dimensional space. The fiber is
represented by a straight cylinder OA with a diameter d and length l. A0 is the
projection of A on x � y plane. (/, h) is the orientation angle pair of the fiber OA.
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numbers pair to the orientation angles (/,h) for each seeds to
define the fiber orientation. For isotropic materials, the orientation
angles can be any values within 0�2p randomly; (iii) then extend-
ing (growing) the length of each fiber from both ends along the
direction of (/,h); (iv) terminating the fiber growth process upon
fiber length meeting the given value, or the system porosity reach-
ing the prescribed value, whichever comes first [24,26].

For granular structures, our multi-parameter random
generation-growth method, referred as QSGS [23,27], includes five
steps: (i) in a grid system, assigning each cell a random number
using a uniform distribution function within (0, 1); (ii) choosing
any cell whose random number is no greater than a given thresh-
old sd as a seed; (iii) enlarging (growing) each seed to its neighbor-
ing cells in all directions i based on a given directional growth
probability matrix Di; (iv) assigning random numbers again to
the neighboring cells of the grown seed, the neighboring cell in
direction i will become part of the growing solid phase by merging
with the grown seed if its random number is no greater than Di; (v)
repeating the growing process of (ii)–(iv) until the volume fraction
of the solid phase reaches its presubscribed value.

Fig. 2(a), (b) and (c) demonstrate the 3D view of granular, iso-
tropic fibrous and multiplayer fibrous structure generated by the
above growth methods, respectively.

For systems with more than two phases, for instance, a system
with solid, air and liquid, the additional liquid phase can be regen-
erated in a similar way [28]. The solid phase is generally selected
as the first growing phase, the liquid phase will grow on solid sur-
faces or the existing liquid surfaces, and air finally fills the space left.
The liquid phase growth depends on two phase interaction growth

probability matrix: Il;si and Il;li , which represents the growth proba-
bility of the liquid phase l on the solid surface s or on the existing liq-
uid surface, respectively, along the i-th direction. Below are the
steps of liquid phase growth: (i) selecting potential liquid phase
seeds randomly on the solid surfaces which have been pre-divided
into grid and each cell will be designated a random number within
(0, 1), then those with number no greater than corresponding prob-

ability Il;si will be chosen as the actual seeds for liquid phase; (ii)

growing the liquid seed on the solid surface Il;si or on the liquid sur-

face whichever probabilities Il;si and Il;li is greater; (iii) repeating the
growing process in (ii) until the liquid phase reaching its given sat-
uration value. Fig. 3 shows the 3D morphologies thus generated of
granular and fibrous systems with partial saturation.
2.2. Governing equations

The diffusion coefficient of a gas is a function of among other
things the gas concentration, temperature, and pressure [29]. Here
we consider a simple binary gas diffusion process through a three-
dimensional fibrous porous structure. The mathematical models
for gas diffusion are generally under the following assumptions:
(i) the entire system is in dynamical equilibrium, where advection
is negligible; (ii) the diffusion process is in steady state; (iii) the
temperature and total pressure of the environment remain con-
stant, and the gas concentration is low; (iv) the pore size is suffi-
ciently larger than the mean free path of gas molecules; (v)
although the pore size is at the order of microns, the gas at the
ambient temperature and pressure can still be treated as a contin-
uum medium, i.e., following the Newtonian fluid assumption and
the Fick’s law.

The governing equation for the gas diffusion in fibrous media is
as follows [29]:

r � ðDbrCÞ ¼ 0; ð1Þ
with the boundary conditions:

Cðx; y; zÞ ¼ Cin; x ¼ 0
Cðx; y; zÞ ¼ Cout; x ¼ L

ð2Þ

where Db represents the bulk diffusivity of the gas, C is the gas con-
centration. As is shown in Fig. 4, a certain yet constant concentra-
tion gradient along x-axis was produced: DC = Cin � Cout over the
boundaries located at x = 0 and x = L, and other boundaries were
considered as periodic boundary conditions.

2.3. Lattice Boltzmann method

Applying Eqs. (1) and (2) for gas diffusion in the porous struc-
ture generated, we use an efficient lattice Boltzmann method
(LBM) to solve the equations in such complex geometries [24,30].
For such cases, the corresponding lattice evolution equation can
be expressed as [31]:

gaðrþ eadt ; t þ dtÞ � gaðr; tÞ ¼ � 1
sn

gaðr; tÞ � geq
a ðr; tÞ� � ð3Þ

where geq
a is the local equilibrium distribution in each direction a,

and ea denotes the discrete lattice velocities for a three-
dimensional seven-speed (D3Q7) system shown in Fig. 5, sn the
dimensionless relaxation time for the local phase.

The equilibrium distribution of the evolution variable ga, for the
D3Q7 model is related to the local gas concentration:

geq
a ¼

C
4 a ¼ 0
C
8 a ¼ 1� 6

(
; ð4Þ

the discrete lattice velocities are fully expressed as:

ea ¼ ð0;0;0Þ a ¼ 0
ð�1;0;0Þc; ð0;�1;0Þc; ð0;0;�1Þc a ¼ 1� 6

�
ð5Þ

and the dimensionless relaxation time is related to the gas transport
coefficient:

sn ¼ 1
2
þ 4Db

c2dt
ð6Þ

where dt is the time step, Dbis the bulk diffusivity of gas, and c is the
lattice speed.

Based on the solution of the evolution variable at mesoscale, the
macroscopic local concentration and mass diffusive flux can be cal-
culated through statistical process [32]:

C ¼
X
a
ga; ð7Þ

J ¼ ðsn � 0:5Þ
sn

X
a
gaea: ð8Þ



Fig. 2. Schematic of reproduced porous structures: (a) granular (b) isotropic fibrous (c) multi-layer fibrous. For the sake of schematic simplicity, a layer-spacing parameter (d)
is used to characterize the multiplayer structure.

Fig. 3. Schematic of partially saturated microstructures of (a) granular and (b) fibrous porous media. The black is the solid frame and the blue represents the liquid phase.

Fig. 4. Schematic for diffusion in cubic porous medium. The cube is L in length. The
concentrations of inlet and outlet are given as Cin and Cout, respectively.
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Fig. 5. The D3Q7 lattice strucuture in lattice Boltzmann method.
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Once the mass diffusion is solved, the effective diffusion coeffi-
cient can be obtained based on the Fick’s law [23]:

De ¼ L
R
JdA

DC
R
dA

: ð9Þ
In terms of the boundary condition treatments on the solid
walls, the traditional bounce-back rule is used due to its high effi-
ciency in complex geometries. The non-equilibrium bounce-back
rule [33] is adapted for the concentration boundaries, i.e.
gneq
a ¼ gneq

b , with the subscripts a and b representing two opposite
directions. It has been proved that such boundary treatments have
an approximately second-order accuracy [33]. After considering
the solution stability, numerical accuracy and grid independence,
an 80 � 80 � 80 lattice system was used as the computational
domain except the benchmark in Section 3.1. In addition, we have
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checked that the exact morphology of the porous materials under
the same statistical parameters used for reconstruction has negligi-
ble effect on the results of effective diffusion coefficient.
3. Validations

To validate the present methods in predicting the effective dif-
fusion coefficient in fibrous materials, this section compares our
numerical results with the existing theoretical solutions and/or
experimental data as follows.

3.1. Comparison with theoretical solution

First we consider a simple one-dimensional transient gas diffu-
sion process through a blank region as shown in Fig. 6(a). The gas
concentrations at left and right boundaries over a distance L are
given. The initial state is a uniform gas concentration of C2
throughout the domain. At time t=0, the gas concentration on the
left boundary is suddenly increased to C1. Throughout the present
work, we consider the diffusion of air through the system at room
temperature with a bulk diffusivity Db = 4 � 10�4m2/s. Assuming
no internal concentration source and constant material diffusivity,
the mathematical description of this one-dimensional diffusion is
as follows:

@C
@t

¼ Db
@2C
@x2

; ð10Þ

C ¼ C2;0 < x < L; t ¼ 0
C ¼ C1; x ¼ 0
C ¼ C2; x ¼ L

ð11Þ

By introducing the dimensionless spatial and temporal coordi-
nates as: X ¼ x=L and Fo ¼ Dbt=L

2, one can obtain the series analyt-
ical solution for such a problem by the method of variable
separation [34]:

H ¼ Cðx; tÞ � C2

C1 � C2
¼ 1� X� 2

p
X1
n¼1

sinðnpXÞ
n

exp �ðnpÞ2Fo
h i

ð12Þ

The computational domain in this case was divided into a
400�40�4 grid, with a lattice spatial step 1 lm for LBM modeling.
x-Direction is assumed the concentration boundary whereas both
y- and z-directions are assumed the periodic ones. Fig. 6(b) com-
pares the distribution of dimensionless gas concentration (H)
along the diffusion path at different dimensionless instants (Fo).
Appreciably good agreements are seen between them, confirming
the feasibility and reliability of our LBM codes.

3.2. Comparisons with experimental data for granular structures

To compare with the experimental data from literature, we first
use our reconstruction algorithm to generate the corresponding
microstructures and then calculate the effective gas diffusion coef-
ficient of the system with prescribed boundary conditions via our
LBM model. Since granular porous media have been studied exten-
sively for their broad engineering applications with more available
experimental data, we hence focus on such systems first in this
section. The system porosity in the present numerical prediction
is consistent with that of experimental material. For the seed dis-
tribution probability, after verifying the numerical results are
insensitive to its value, we adopt a typical value of sd = 0.01 from
previous literature [23] in reconstructing the granular material.
The details of the directional growth probability matrix Di could
be found in our previous work [23]. After the local concentration
and mass flux are evaluated through a statistical summation of
the lattice evolution function via Eqs. (7) and (8), the effective
gas diffusivity is then extracted from an integration of the local
mass flux along an arbitrary cross-section perpendicular to the
transport direction based on Eq. (9). The effective gas diffusivity
in other porous structures is obtained through a similar procedure.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the effective gas diffusion coef-
ficient between our present predictions and the experimental data
for granular structure [35–37]. Generally, the pore size in soils is
larger than the mean free path of gas, thus the gas diffusion behav-
ior in soils is close to obey the Fick’s law. In Ikkonen’s work [35],
we discarded the data from top layer for fear of less stable struc-
ture, and only used data of the three deeper layers for comparison.
The highly agreeable results are seen in the figure. We also made
other comparisons in Fig. 7 with the data from two additional
experimental sources [36,37] on soils and some other media whose
microstructures could belong to the granular types. Again our pre-
dictions agree well with the experimental results, demonstrating a
robust capacity of our numerical approach.

It was interesting to find a recent work [38] which, using virtu-
ally the similar reconstruction algorithm and LBM model, pre-
dicted results in good agreement with Currie’s data [37]. There
are though some differences between their LBM model and the
present one introduced in Section 2.3. The lattice Boltzmann
scheme in Ref. [38] is developed from the kinetic transport equa-
tion for binary diffusion, and involves an evolution of two distribu-
tion functions; in contrast, we adopt a simpler single lattice
evolution equation Eq. (3), which recovers exactly the Fick’s law
of diffusion through Chapman-Enskog expansion. On the other
hand, a D3Q19 lattice structure has been used in Ref. [38] whereas
we chose the D3Q7 lattice structure to avoid the unphysical oscil-
lation near the boundary throughout numerical solution. In terms
of the computed system effective diffusivity versus the porosity, a
closer examination revealed that their predicted curve showed
some unexpected non-smoothness i.e., a zigzag rather than a
smooth curve. One possible cause may be the inconsistent param-
eters used in their work when reconstructing the microstructures
for different porosities, since in principle such sudden changes in
system macro-behaviors are difficult to explain. In the present
work we use consistent statistical parameters, including sd and
Di, in microstructure reconstructions for variable porosities. There-
fore we achieve a smooth variation of effective gas diffusion coef-
ficient versus the system porosity as seen in Fig. 7.

3.3. Comparisons with experimental data for fibrous structures

Attributed to their unique advantages, more and more fibrous
structures are found playing key roles in energy and environmental
systems. For example, random fibrous materials, saturated or un-
saturated, have been used in fuel cells to facilitate the gas diffusion
performance in the gas diffuse layer (GDL), and some experimental
results have been made available [6,8,39]. To validate our numer-
ical framework for fibrous structures, we applied our methods to
predict the cross-plane effective gas diffusion coefficient in dry
fibrous materials and compared the results with the available
experimental data. In our predictions, we assumed the fibers are
straight in length with fixed diameter and random in position.
The seed distribution probability sd is chosen to produce the aimed
porosity of the reconstructed fibrous structure. The lattice resolu-
tion for the fiber diameter is adopted as dx =d for two reasons: (i)
the numerical model of a squared cross-section with a side length
of one lattice step is closest to the realistic circular cross-section of
cylindrical fiber; (ii) it has been verified in our previous work
[24,26] that dx = d is sufficiently refined for modeling diffusion pro-
cess in fibrous materials. The length of the fiber is assumed as the
side length of the computational domain l = 80 dx, i.e. the growth of
the fiber almost ends at the boundary of the domain. To capture



Fig. 8. Comparision of the cross-plane effective gas diffusion coefficient between
the present simulations and experimental data for fibrous materials. The solid line
with squares represent the present numerical prediction, whereas other symbols
are the experimental data for GDL in the literature [6,8,39]. In our numerical
modeling, the parameters for reconstructing microstructures are d = dx , l = 80 dx ,
/lim = 5� and hlim = 180�. The cross-plane direction represents the z direction
perpendicular to the x-y plane (c.f. Fig. 1).

(a)                    (b) 

C=C1

C=C2
t=0

t

t>0

0 L x

Fig. 6. Comparison of results from LBM simulations with the analytical solution: (a) Schematic for the one-dimensional transient gas diffusion problem; (b) the dimensionless
concentration distribution at different dimensionless instants (Fo). The symbols represent the LBM results, while the solid lines represent the analytical solution Eq. (12).

Fig. 7. Comparision of the effective gas diffusion coefficient between our simula-
tions and the experimental data for granular structure. The solid line with squares is
our numerical prediction using sd = 0.01, whereas other symbols are from different
experiments [35–37].
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the highly anisotropic features of the GDL, we give the orientation
angle limits as /lim = 5� and hlim = 180� (isotropic in the in-plane
direction). Note that /lim ¼ 0�could predict nearly the same results
as /lim ¼ 5�. A finite small value is adopted to be consistent with
the real situation where slight fluctuations of the out-of-plane ori-
entation angle are observed in the SEM picture of the GDLs [6,8].
The comparison of cross-plane gas effective diffusion coefficient
versus porosity for dry fibrous materials is made in Fig. 8. A good
agreement is obtained between the present numerical prediction
and the experimental data, which indicates that our numerical
framework works well for gas diffusion in such fibrous materials.
4. Results and discussions

The numerical model has been well established and validated as
described above. In this section, a series of parametric studies will
be carried out for a given fibrous system to examine the influences
on the system behaviors of all the important parameters included
in the model.
4.1. The effects of liquid saturation

In a porous medium, it is almost inevitable that the material
will interact with surrounding moisture so that water, in either
liquid or gaseous state, will penetrate into the structure to form
a part of the system. Consequently the system properties will
become a function of water saturation S, defined as the ratio
between the volume fraction of liquid water and the porosity of
the system [4]. In our numerical framework, we can reconstruct
a fibrous microstructure with water partially saturated as
described in Section 2.1, and demonstrated in Fig. 3(b). The recon-
struction of fibrous structure is the same as that in Section 3.3. A
lattice Boltzmann solution of the corresponding diffusion equa-
tions Eqs. (1) and (2) produces the effective diffusion coefficient
of gas in porous materials as a function of water saturations. Since
the effective gas diffusion coefficient of the un-saturated porous



Fig. 9. Relative diffusion coefficient of partially saturated GDLs versus water
saturation S. The solid line with squares represent the present numerical results,
whereas the star symbols represent the experimental data of GDLs made of carbon
papers [5].

Fig. 10. Relative diffusion coefficient versus water saturation S for the partially-
saturated porous media: the solid line represent the prediction by the empirical
equation of saturation Eq. (14) with n = 3, the solid squares represent the present
numerical results, whereas the star and triangle symbols represent the experimen-
tal data [5,39].
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material becomes negligibly small at the water saturation larger
than a threshold value Sth, we merely consider a series of S smaller
than Sth in the simulation. The present numerical results are dis-
played in Fig. 9, where a dimensionless relative diffusion coeffi-
cient RD is defined as the ratio of the actual cross-plane effective
gas diffusivity De to its value in dry conditions De;dry, i.e. RD =
De/De;dry. It is seen that the predicted relative gas diffusion coeffi-
cient decreases with the water saturations S, in good agreement
with the experimental data in partially saturated GDLs made of
hydrophobic carbon papers by Utaka et al. [5], where the threshold
saturation value is about 0.6–0.7. One can easily envision that it is
more difficult for gas to pass through a medium with higher water
saturation. In turn, this also shows that our mesoscopic approach is
still available for partially saturated cases.

As is stated above, in partially-saturated porous media, the
effective gas diffusion coefficient is dependent on both porosity
and saturation. The most popular formula for the effective diffu-
sion coefficient in terms of porosity and saturation is commonly
expressed as [4,39]:

De

Db
¼ f ðeÞgðSÞ ð13Þ

where f (e) is a function of porosity and g(S) is a function of water
saturation, with an implicit assumption that there is no cross-
coupling effect between both. In history, Eq. (13) originated in the
empirical models for effective electrical conductivity of porous
materials. As early as in 1873, Maxwell proposed an empirical cor-
relation to describe the electrical conductivity of an electrolyte con-
taining nonconducting dispersions in terms of the volume fraction
of the dispersion particles [40]. Since then considerable efforts were
devoted to the study on electrical transport properties of porous
materials. One of the well-known relations is Archie’s equation in
petrophysics [41], which relates the effective electrical conductivity
of sedimentary rock to its porosity and brine saturation as a product
of the power term of them. Several more specific forms have been
proposed for Eq.(13) [3,22,39]; however most of the theoretical
models are restricted to simple and regular system geometries with
no microstructure details at all, whence the parameters in the
empirical models have to be determined case by case. For example,
a common form for the saturation function g(S) was given as [4,39]:

gðSÞ ¼ ð1� SÞn ð14Þ
where n is the fitting parameters. Through analyzing the present
numerical results, it is found that n ffi 3 is more suitable for
hydrophobic structure, with the coefficient of determination
R2 = 0.994. Fig. 10 shows the prediction of the saturation function
Eq. (14) in comparison to the present modeling results and two ser-
ies of experimental data. The good agreement infers that such a
simple saturation function Eq. (14) is capable of providing a good
prediction in engineering practice without complex computations.

4.2. Morphology effects of isotropic microstructures

The microstructure morphology of porous media has been
demonstrated to have significant effects on effective transport
properties, such as in thermal and electrical conductivities [25],
and effective permeability of fluid flow [42,43]. The same issue on
the effective diffusion coefficient is investigated here by comparing
between the granular and fibrous systems. To have a consistent
comparison, we assume both systems are isotropic, i.e., system
properties are direction independent. Therefore in reconstructing
the granular structure, the directional growth rateDi is fixed at each
direction; while for fibrous structure, there is no orientation limit
for fibers. All the elements are randomly distributed in the domain
space. The calculated effective gas diffusion coefficients against the
porosity are shown in Fig. 11(a) for the two systems, with no avail-
able experimental data in public literature for comparison. It is a bit
surprising that, distinctive from the results for other transport
properties, the gas diffusion in porous media seems to be in-
sensitive to the structure morphology as inferred by the nearly
coincidence between the two curves. It may be beneficial as this
implies that any established empirical correlations in diffusion
could be shared at least, between granular and fibrous systems.
However, when the corresponding specific surface area for the
two different morphologies is evaluated, a significant distinction
between them is found, as shown in Fig. 11(b). This means that
our predictions in Fig. 11(a) are only applicable for a pure Fickian-
type gas diffusion process. According to Milligen et al. [44], the
validity of Fick’s Law requires that all the diffusion particles are
non-interacting, going through a homogeneous medium and in
the absence of external forces. When for example some multi-
physic-chemical reactions on surfaces, such as adsorption or des-
orption, are involved, the morphology of structure will impact the
gas diffusion properties significantly.
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Fig. 11. Morphology effects of isotropic microstructure on (a) effective diffusion
coefficient and (b) specific surface area versus porosity. The solid line with squares
represent the granular structure whereas the solid line with stars represent the
fibrous structure.
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Fig. 12. The anisotropic effective gas diffusion coefficients verus porosity of fibrous
media: the solid squares represent the present numerical results for isotropic
structure, the blue and magenta stars represent the present in-plane and cross-
plane numerical results respectively for anisotropic structure with /lim = 5� and
hlim = 180� (isotropic in x-y plane), whereas the solid line represent the fitting curve.
The in-plane direction represents the direction along x-y plane, whereas the cross-
plane direction represents the z direction perpendicular to the x-y plane (c.f. Fig. 1).
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4.3. Orientation angle effects

In actual applications, the original microstructural isotropy of
fibrous materials is usually lost in one or more directions due to
the reinforcement or layering operations during manufacturing.
The layering effect will be discussed in Section 4.4. The reinforce-
ment is to force the fibers to re-orientate within certain angle limit
(/lim, hlim), and a smaller orientation angle limit means a stronger
anisotropy of structure. The resistance of gas diffusion along the
fibers direction is smaller than that across the fibers direction. Thus
we define the direction along the longitudinal direction of the
system as the in-plane direction, and the other normal direction
as the cross-plane direction. In this work, we use the difference
of the effective gas diffusion coefficients between the in-plane
and cross-plane directions to characterize the anisotropy of
microstructure quantitatively.

Fig. 12 shows the effective gas diffusion coefficients of fibrous
materials in different directions when /lim = 5� and hlim = 180� (iso-
tropic in x-y plane). As expected, the in-plane diffusion coefficient
is larger, often significantly, than the cross-plane value at the same
porosity. The corresponding result for the completely isotropic
case /lim ¼ hlim ¼ 180� is also considered and compared, and found
to fall in between the in-plane and cross-plane ones. In other
words, increasing the fiber orientation can enhance the gas diffu-
sion coefficient along that direction. Furthermore, the effective
gas diffusion coefficient of isotropic structures is often estimated
using a power function of porosity as De=Db 	 gðeÞ ¼ aen [4]. Here
we fit the simulation results for isotropic structure firstly to arrive
at a = 1.05 and n = 3 within acceptable accuracy, as displayed as the
solid line in Fig. 12.

For anisotropic fibrous structures with different fiber orienta-
tion angle limits, we propose an empirical correlation function:

De

Db
¼ gðeÞvð/limÞ ð15Þ

where gðeÞ and vð/limÞ are separately functions of porosity and ori-
entation angle limit, again assuming no cross-coupling effect
between them. Through carefully fitting a series of simulation
results for the fiber orientation angle limit /lim between 0� and
180�, a correlation of effective gas diffusion coefficients is provided
as:

De

Db
¼ aen½sinð/lim=2Þ
0:06 cross� plane

aen½sinð/lim=2Þ
�0:03 in� plane

(
; ð16Þ

where a = 1.05 and n = 3, with the coefficient of determination R2

being (0.976, 0.998). One may be concerned about whether the
value of the expression Eq. (16) is within a reasonable range. Since
the largest porosity of fibrous materials in practice usually remains
some distance away from 1 (say, at most �0.9), we have
aen = 0.7655 when e = 0.9. On the other hand, the larger in-plane
value in Eq. (16) mathematically turns into infinity when /lim

approaches 0� due to the sine function term; but for a small finite
value often in realistic highly anisotropic fibrous materials (such
as GDLs in Section 3.3), for instance /lim ¼ 1�, we have [sin
(/lim=2)]

�0.03 = 1.1529. Even a combination of these two extreme
situations gives a dimensionless effective gas diffusivity:
0.7655 � 1.1529 = 0.8825 still smaller than one. Therefore, the cor-
relation Eq. (16) is feasible and available for most engineering appli-
cations. To demonstrate the effectiveness of Eq. (16) for estimating
the anisotropic gas effective diffusion coefficients, we make a com-
parison of its prediction to the LBM numerical results at /lim = 10�
as an example in Fig. 13. Appreciably good agreements are achieved



Fig. 13. The effective gas diffusion coefficients in in-plane and cross-plane
directions of fibrous media versus porosity when /lim = 10� and hlim = 180�. The
symbols represent the present numerical results, whereas the lines represent the
results by the correlation Eq. (16) with a = 1.05 and n = 3 or 2.75. The in-plane
direction represents the direction along x-y plane, whereas the cross-plane
direction represents the z direction perpendicular to the x-y plane (c.f. Fig. 1).
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between the correlation and numerical results. We suggest that
n = 3 for convenient engineering applications or n = 2.75 for more
accurate predictions.
4.4. Layering structure effects

In applications for gas filtration [45], fibers are first formed
individual layers and then a system is produced by laminating all
the layers into one, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). Such fiber layering will
result in significant anisotropy in system properties. In our
(a)
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Fig. 14. The effective diffusion coefficients of layering structure v.s. porosity for different
(b) Prediction by the empirical correlation Eq. (17) in comparison to the simulation data.
through-plane direction denotes the direction perpendicular to the lamintated layer.

Table 1
The empirical parameters in the correlation Eq. (17) for layering fibrous materials.

Direction A B

In-plane �0.24 0.72
Through-plane �0.27 0.65
numerical framework, we reconstruct a layering fibrous structure
by setting the z orientation angle limit/lim = 0� for fibers in the same
layer, within each layer hlim = 180� to assure planar isotropy, and the
layer-spacing d varies from0 to 2 lattice unit to examine the effect of
layer-spacing d on the system effective diffusion coefficient.

Fig. 14(a) shows the effective gas diffusion coefficients in the
layered fibrous structures along different directions at different
layer-spacing. We take the direction parallel to the layer (x-y
plane) as the in-plane direction and the vertical (z) as the
through-plane direction. It shows again that the effective diffusion
coefficient at the in-plane direction is always higher than that at
the through-plane direction. If we define a system anisotropy as
the difference between the maximum and minimum values of
De/Db in a layered system of given spacing d, then the anisotropy
increases substantially with the increase of layer-spacing d based
on the results in Fig. 14(a). In other words, altering the layer-
spacing d can effectively adjust the anisotropic gas diffusivity,
and it may be an important parameter for performance optimiza-
tion in given applications.

Again, we propose a simple empirical correlation for engineer-
ing applications based on our modeling results for layering fibrous
materials as:

De

Db
¼ Kðe; dÞ ¼ Aþ Beþ Cd

1þ Deþ Ed
ð17Þ

where A, B, C, D, E are empirical parameters to be specified through
fitting the numerical results. Note Eq. (17) is similar to the one sug-
gested by Zamel et al. [3]. The correlation is available for both the
in-plane and through-plane directions, if with different fitting
parameters. For extremely large layer-spacing value (d � 1) and
large porosity (e � 1), the system effective gas diffusivity may
approach the bulk diffusivity, i.e. De/Db ’ C/E would reach nearly
unity. In other words, the value of parameter C should be almost
identical to (nevertheless, slightly smaller than) the parameter E,
as shown in the empirical parameters provided in Table 1 for
(b)
layer-spacing and different directions: (a) Results of present numerical simulation.
The in-plane direction denotes the direction along the laminated layer, whereas the

C D E

0.29 �0.53 0.33
�0.05 �0.62 �0.06
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0.3 < e<1 with the coefficient of determination R2 higher than 0.98.
Consistent comparisons between the empirical correlation and the
simulation results are shown in Fig. 14(b) at d = 0 and d = 1 as two
examples.
5. Conclusions

Using the computational methods in this work, several typical
gas diffusion processes with different conditions have been studied
and some important conclusions are derived, including:

(i) The gas diffusion coefficient decreases with the water satu-
rations in the system, i.e., it becomes more difficult for gas
to pass through a medium with higher water saturation.
The high agreement between our predictions and the exist-
ing experimental data indicates that our mesoscopic method
is applicable for partially saturated cases. A simplified
assumption in the present work is the ignorance of cross-
coupling effect of the porosity and saturation on diffusion,
which may be taken into account in future.

(ii) Different microstructural morphologies result in virtually
the same effective gas diffusivity for a pure Fickian-type
gas diffusion process, but yield an appreciable discrepancy
in terms of the system specific surface area. Therefore, in
the presence of other multi-physic-chemical phenomena,
such as the adsorption or desorption at the surface, the mor-
phology of structure will influence the system properties
significantly.

(iii) Fiber orientation is the main cause of system anisotropy in
diffusion, for clearly the resistance of gas diffusion along
the fibers direction is smaller than that across the fibers
direction. The available experimental data specifies there is
no cross-coupling between e and fiber orientation. Increas-
ing the fiber orientation can enhance the gas diffusion coef-
ficient in that direction. In a laminated structure, the
anisotropy behavior increases substantially with elevated
layer-spacing. In other words, altering the layer-spacing
can effectively adjust the anisotropic gas diffusivity, and it
could act as an important parameter for performance
optimization.
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